FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION NEWS COVERAGE

Follow developments and movements
within the Federal Trade Commission
As an offering within MLex™, FTC:Watch™ offers unparalleled
coverage of the U.S. Federal Trade Commission and the Justice
Department’s antitrust division. FTC:Watch closely tracks the
agencies’ actions in the competition, consumer protection and
privacy arenas. Our seasoned journalists — including former
members of the FTC — offer a revealing look at regulatory efforts
involving Big Tech, mergers and acquisitions, pay-for-delay schemes,
and everything in between. Since 1976, FTC:Watch has provided
advanced news, rich commentary, and invaluable analysis, painting
the full picture of the politics, issues and trends shaping regulation
in Washington and beyond.
FTC:Watch is published twice monthly and is available both online
and via email alert. When accessing it online, you can also search a
database of archived issues since 1994.
Our subscribers include most of the AmLaw 100, think tanks,
universities, and top regulators around the globe. Subscribers rely
on FTC:Watch to stay abreast of key changes, decisions and trends
that may affect policy and regulation.

Exclusive interviews with current and former commissioners
Get the inside track on the key players from exclusive interviews with
the people who are making the regulatory decisions. Understand the
politics, viewpoints, motivations, and reflections from both current
and former FTC commissioners.
In-depth review of issues and decision-making trends
Get the story behind the headlines with investigative reporting
that critically covers precedent-setting investigations, trials, and
decisions. The level of analysis provided is unmatched — no other
news outlet covers these agencies or issues in the level of detail that
FTC:Watch provides.
Insightful coverage of legal community impact
FTC:Watch aims to give an insider’s view into how enforcement
agencies operate. Understanding how these agencies go about
their work allows readers to better anticipate decisions in their own
cases.

A newsletter like no other.

FTC:Watch has a track record of securing exclusive interviews
and providing fresh insights not found in other publications.
Exclusive proﬁles and interviews
with key decision-makers
Insightful analysis of and
commentary on the regulators
and their decisions
Investigative reporting on
signiﬁcant decisions, rulings,
trends and working patterns
Important dates
ahead on the calendar

FTC and DOJ briefs that
round up recent developments

A column written by
FTC veteran Neil Averitt

Important industry moves

Request a free 30-day trial at LexisNexis.ca/Try-MLex-FTCwatch

About
MLex

Our investigative reporters are on the ground where you need us the most. We break news on developing
regulation from the earliest stages of industry consultation through to enforcement and litigation in key
jurisdictions across North America, Latin America, Europe, and Asia. MLex experts provide insight that isn’t
available elsewhere — our relationships with local sources allow you access to information before it is public. You
can count on MLex not only for news and updates, but also for expert analyses that explain how businesses are
affected, case files that show the history of a particular issue, and source documents from regulatory agencies.
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